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Brain scans have revealed that looking at works of art triggers a surge of dopamine into the same area
of the brain that registers desire, pleasure, and romantic love. Contemporary abstract artist Mary
Elizabeth knows quite a bit about the brain's chemistry as both artist and viewer. 

At age 28, Mary Elizabeth underwent 11 hours of life-saving brain surgery. Before the operation, doctors
asked her, a financial marketing and communications specialist, to consider whether they should use
extraordinary efforts to keep her alive if the operation was unsuccessful. She replied, "If I can't paint,
pull the plug."  Like many who experience a life-altering moment, Mary Elizabeth returned to her true
passion, painting. Fast forward to today, Collectors and Interior Designers seek out her distinctive
meditative paintings. Creating art remains an integral part of her being. 



Art has the ability to transform one's
psychological state and perceptions of the world.
Mary Elizabeth uses specific color palettes
because of their tangible emotional impact. A
soothing color like blue creates a unique response
to the individual and is deeply rooted in their
cultural experiences. Studies have shown that a
particular hue lowers blood pressure and
produces calmer breathing. "My art deliberately
draws you in to help improve your mental status
and shifts you into a more positive mood. My
paintings are a re-set button," she says. This
experience one feels as they are viewing one of
her pieces is by no accident. Mary Elizabeth is
acutely focused in the studio, making reactionary
split-second decisions, informed by her education  

in art history and fine art from UConn and The
Corcoran College of Art + Design. Her ability to
elicit these calming brain responses through her
color combinations and mark-making sets her
apart from other contemporary abstract artists. 

As the figuration appears and disappears within
the canvas's shapes and gestural movements, the
composition flows from the artist's visual memory
of the land, sea, sky, and botanicals. The
compositions are slow to reveal themselves.
Touches of whimsy, intuitive marks and passages
of color lyrically combine in her abstract
narratives to poetically inspire the spirit. 



The artist is most satisfied when the viewer's reaction is
quiet and calm - followed by several "aha" moments.
"Modern-day life produces fatigue, stress, and
overstimulation. I think we all need to get away from
our usual routine and allow ourselves to feel a part of
something greater," explains Mary Elizabeth from her
New Haven, Connecticut studio. "I have seen some
very stressed people completely transform in front of
my art." 

The mind craves a place of stillness and reflection in a
busy, fast-paced world that demands speed and
productivity. Aside from the calming qualities, viewing
art has also been shown to boost critical thinking skills.
Art complements and accentuates existing interiors
and not only delivers clearer thinking but can take one
to a transcendent level where it connects to the soul. 

Mary Elizabeth's work is included in private
collections, boutique hotels, museums, art fairs, and
elite galleries. Over time she has dynamically
developed her luxury art brand, creating
extraordinary opportunities for herself through
collaborations with top interior designers, retailers,
and brands. 

Her most recent accomplishments include launching
the Abstract Fabulous® print brand in 2021. This year
she marks 8 years as a top-selling artist for Wendover
Art Group, a leading manufacturer of luxe wall decor
for the retail, interior design, hospitality, and
healthcare industries. In October, she will be the
featured artist for Wendover at High Point Market.

Collectors tell me my paintings induce
feelings of happiness and contentment
whether they look for a moment or a while. I
love that. Life is hard. I want people to shift
to a peaceful, more satisfying state; that's
my goal. - Mary Elizabeth



Art can provide a centerpiece in a room, a subtle tone
change, or a powerful well of emotion — quite possibly all
three. As Mary Elizabeth explains, no one's budget should
be a barrier: "I think everyone deserves a moment to relax,
recharge and refocus. I am tempted to call it an oasis, but
I don't want it only to be an island of calm in the storm. I
want to make art so people can take the calm and
positivity with them all day long, everywhere they go.

All of that exposure stands to reason; high-end collectors
and casual redecorators all could use a reprieve from the
intensity of the 21st century. Science confirms it: 'art is
good for you.'

I never get tired of looking at this painting. I
pause with it almost every day. It helps me de-
stress and forget my to-do list. Usually, it catches
me because I see some detail or nuance I never
noticed before. Somehow it helps me re-set and
think more clearly. It just makes me feel so calm
and content.  - Private Collector
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